
1. Introduction
Interactions between the atmosphere and oceans largely determine the Earth's climate, and the physical mecha-
nisms controlling these interactions are scale-dependent. In midlatitudes, at large spatial scales ( 𝐴𝐴 

[

10
3
km

]

  ), the 
atmosphere modulates the surface turbulent heat fluxes ( THF ) via the wind speed and the advection of humidity 
and air temperature by synoptic weather systems, producing slow fluctuations in sea surface temperature ( SST ) 
that lag the heat flux signal over time scales of several weeks or longer ( e.g., Clement et al., 2015; Okumura 

Abstract This study investigates the influence of oceanic and atmospheric processes in extratropical 
thermodynamic air-sea interactions resolved by satellite observations ( OBS ) and by two climate model 
simulations run with eddy-resolving high-resolution ( HR ) and eddy-parameterized low-resolution ( LR ) ocean 
components. Here, spectral methods are used to characterize the sea surface temperature ( SST ) and turbulent 
heat flux ( THF ) variability and co-variability over scales between 50 and 10,000 km and 60 days to 80 years in 
the Pacific Ocean. The relative roles of the ocean and atmosphere are interpreted using a stochastic upper-ocean 
temperature evolution model forced by noise terms representing intrinsic variability in each medium, 
defined using climate model data to produce realistic rather than white spectral power density distributions. 
The analysis of all datasets shows that the atmosphere dominates the SST and THF variability over zonal 
wavelengths larger than ∼2,000–2,500 km. In HR and OBS, ocean processes dominate the variability 
of both quantities at scales smaller than the atmospheric first internal Rossby radius of deformation ( R1, 
∼600–2,000 km ) due to a substantial ocean forcing coinciding with a weaker atmospheric modulation of THF 
( and consequently of SST ) than at larger scales. The ocean forcing also induces oscillations in SST and THF 
with periods ranging from intraseasonal to multidecadal, reflecting a red spectrum response to ocean forcing 
similar to that driven by atmospheric forcing. Such features are virtually absent in LR due to a weaker ocean 
forcing relative to HR.

Plain Language Summary This study investigates the importance of atmospheric processes 
( weather ) and ocean currents in driving variations in sea surface temperature ( SST ) and the air-sea heat 
exchange at mid-latitudes. Our analysis uses satellite observations, a high-resolution ( HR ) climate model that 
resolves ocean currents with dimensions of tens of km, and a low-resolution model ( LR ) that can only simulate 
ocean currents with hundreds of km in size. We specifically examine the SST and heat exchange variability 
resolved by these datasets at horizontal scales between 50 and 10,000 km and time scales from 2 months 
to 80 years in the Pacific Ocean. Using a simple mathematical model to interpret the results, we find that 
variability at scales larger than 2,000 km is driven predominantly by weather. At smaller scales, SST and heat 
exchange are more variable in HR than in LR and agree better with satellite observations. We also find that 
ocean processes drive variability in SST with time scales ranging from 2 months to several decades, similar to 
those caused by weather, which in turn induces slow variations in the air-sea heat exchange.
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Key Points:
•  We use spectral methods to examine 

the role of oceanic and atmospheric 
processes in Pacific sea surface 
temperature ( SST ) and turbulent heat 
flux variability

•  At mid-latitudes, the atmosphere 
controls variability with scales larger 
than 2,000 km while ocean processes 
dominate at smaller scales

•  Ocean phenomena drive a red 
spectrum SST response similar to that 
induced by the atmosphere, which is 
mirrored by the turbulent fluxes
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et al., 2001; Small et al., 2019; Xie, 2004 ). In turn, at ocean mesoscales ( 𝐴𝐴 
[

10
1
− 10

2
km

]

  ), ocean currents can 
create SST anomalies that are sufficiently intense and persistent to induce anomalous surface heat fluxes. The 
response in THF is forced by air-sea temperature and humidity differences that arise when an air parcel moves 
over mesoscale SST features, and is proportional to the magnitude of the underlying SST signal ( e.g., Bishop 
et al., 2017; Putrasahan et al., 2017; Small et al., 2019; Villas Bôas et al., 2015 ). While the large-scale regime 
is traditionally considered important in climate dynamics, there is growing evidence that mesoscale air-sea 
coupling can influence oceanic and atmospheric variability ( e.g., Chelton et al., 2004; Frenger et al., 2013; Gaube 
et al., 2015; Laurindo et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2016, 2017, 2015; O’Neill et al., 2010; Putrasahan et al., 2013, 2017 ) 
and play a key role in weather and climate ( e.g., Chang et al., 2020; Kirtman et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2017, 2015; 
Minobe et al., 2008; Siqueira & Kirtman, 2016; Siqueira et al., 2021; Smirnov et al., 2015; Wills et al., 2016; 
Wills & Thompson, 2018; Yook et al., 2022 ).

Despite the importance of mesoscale air-sea interactions revealed by literature, the physical mechanisms that 
control the transition from large-scale to mesoscale air-sea coupling characteristics remain poorly understood. 
To investigate these mechanisms, this work uses spectral methods to characterize the SST and THF variability 
and co-variability resolved by satellite observations and climate model simulations over scales between 50 and 
10,000 km and 60 days–80 years in the models and up to 13 years for observations. The roles of oceanic and 
atmospheric processes in shaping the variability revealed by each data set are then interpreted using an ideal-
ized stochastic climate model. The presented analysis focuses on the Pacific Ocean, although similar results 
and  conclusions are also obtained for the Indian and Atlantic basins.

Several previous studies used stochastic climate models ( Hasselmann, 1976 ) to analyze the local effects of the 
extratropical thermodynamic air-sea interactions ( e.g., Barsugli & Battisti, 1998; Bishop et al., 2017; Dommenget 
& Latif,  2002; Frankignoul & Hasselmann,  1977; Frankignoul et  al.,  1998; Hall & Manabe,  1997; O’Reilly 
et al., 2016; Smirnov et al., 2014; Sun & Wu, 2021; Wu et al., 2006 ). These idealized models represent the mech-
anisms in the ocean and atmosphere that generate variability in the upper-ocean temperature as stochastic ( i.e., 
random ) processes, and indicate that THF drive SST anomalies when the atmosphere forcing signal is strong and 
vice-versa when the ocean forcing is strong. Stochastic models specifically predict, if THF is defined as positive 
when out of the ocean, that strong atmospheric forcing gives rise to negative correlations between the SST rate of 
change ( known as the SST tendency ) and THF at lag zero and to a lead-lag relationship between SST and THF. 
In turn, when the ocean forcing term is strong, positive correlations arise between SST and THF at lag zero while 
SST tendency and THF are related in a lagged fashion ( cf. Figure 1 of Bishop et al., 2017 ).

Consistent with the conclusions drawn from idealized stochastic models, fully-coupled climate model simula-
tions reproduce linear relationships characteristic of atmosphere- or ocean-driven variability depending on the 
resolution of their ocean components. When the resolution is insufficient to resolve mesoscale ocean eddies, 
linear SST/THF relationships suggest that the variability is primarily driven by the atmosphere over much of the 
extratropics. In contrast, horizontal ocean resolutions sufficiently refined to allow eddy formation and evolution 
significantly enhance the mesoscale current variability ( Constantinou & Hogg, 2021; Sérazin et al., 2015, 2018 ), 
which increases the local upper-ocean heat convergence anomalies that in turn lead to larger SST variability, 
most prominently in strong current systems such as the seaward extensions of western boundary currents and the 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current ( ACC ) ( Constantinou & Hogg, 2021; Putrasahan et al., 2017; Sérazin et al., 2017; 
Small et al., 2020; Smirnov et al., 2014 ). The SST variability at these regions is positively correlated with THF 
( Chang et al., 2020; Kirtman et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2016; Roberts et al., 2016 ), a characteristic that is also present 
in satellite estimates ( Bishop et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2016; Small et al., 2019; Villas Bôas et al., 2015 ), suggesting 
that the mesocale air-sea coupling regime is dominant there.

Recently, several studies examined the spatial and temporal scales where ocean dynamics can influence the 
extratropical SST variability and consequently impact THF. For instance, the analysis of satellite data indicate 
that ocean processes dominate the variability of both quantities over spatial scales smaller than ∼500–700 km 
at most latitudes, with their importance increasing toward interannual timescales ( Bishop et  al.,  2017; Small 
et  al.,  2019 ). In support of these observational findings, eddy-resolving ocean-only simulations indicate that 
mesoscale currents enhance the variability in upper-ocean heat content and SST over spatial scales smaller than 
about 1,000 km and timescales up to decadal in regions with strong extratropical current systems ( Constantinou 
& Hogg, 2021; Sérazin et al., 2017, 2018 ). Fully-coupled simulations show similar results, and further indicate 
that the THF variability is also enhanced ( Chang et  al.,  2020; Small et  al.,  2020 ). The importance of ocean 
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phenomena on driving changes in SST and THF over intraseasonal to interannual timescales was also revealed in 
an eddy-resolving coupled simulation of an idealized western boundary current system ( Martin et al., 2021 ) and 
by the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean ( ECCO ) ocean state estimate in the Gulf Stream and 
subpolar North Atlantic ( Buckley et al., 2014, 2015 ) and in the extratropics including oceanic regions away from 
strong currents ( Patrizio & Thompson, 2021, 2022 ).

The results from these previous studies indicate that ocean processes can overcome the large-scale, 
atmosphere-driven modulation of THF and SST over spatial and temporal scales that are larger and longer 
( potentially much more so ) than that of individual mesoscale eddies. They also indicate that, although the main 
differences between the large-scale and mesoscale air-sea coupling regimes are well established, the spatial and 
temporal scales where each regime prevails are still not well characterized, nor are the physical mechanisms that 
give rise to their scale dependence. This work addresses these gaps. The main hypotheses are:

1.  The relative importance of ocean processes driving the SST and THF variability increases toward the ocean 
mesoscales due to a strong intrinsic ocean variability coinciding with a weaker atmospheric modulation of 
THF ( and consequently of SST ) than at larger spatial scales;

2.  Ocean processes induce low-frequency SST fluctuations via a mechanism similar to that caused by atmos-
pheric stochastic forcing ( Frankignoul & Hasselmann, 1977; Hasselmann, 1976 ), where the large heat capac-
ity of the upper-ocean integrates the forcing noise to produce a red spectrum response in SST. THF mirrors 
this red spectrum response owing to its dependence on SST.

The present study tests these hypotheses by examining the SST and THF power spectra and cross-spectral statis-
tics resolved by a satellite product and by fully-coupled climate model simulations run with eddy-resolving 
and eddy-parameterized horizontal ocean resolutions. The obtained spectral quantities are interpreted using a 
stochastic model of air-sea interactions forced by noise terms representing the action of atmospheric and oceanic 
processes. Here, the noise terms are defined with realistic variance distributions as a function of frequency 
and zonal wavenumber taken from the climate model simulations. This approach contrasts with that typically 
adopted in the literature, where the forcing terms are represented as randomly-generated white noise signals with 
variances approximately constant across all scales ( e.g., Bishop et al., 2017; Frankignoul et al., 1998; Sun & 
Wu, 2021; von Storch, 2000; Wu et al., 2006 ).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the satellite and climate model data 
sets used ( 2.1 ), the spectral data analysis methods ( 2.2 ), and the methods involved in the stochastic climate 
model analysis ( 2.3 ). Section 3 first briefly describes the global SST and THF variance distribution resolved by 
the satellite and model datasets ( 3.1 ). It then presents the power spectral densities and cross-spectral statistics 
computed using SST and THF data, as well as corresponding estimates predicted using the stochastic model 
( 3.2 ). Section 4 discusses the results in light of the existing literature, and Section 5 summarizes this study and 
its conclusions.

2. Methods
2.1. Data Description

2.1.1. J-OFURO3 Observational Product

Observational estimates of SST and THF are from the Japanese Ocean Flux Data Sets with Use of Remote-Sensing 
Observations version 3 ( J-OFURO3, Tomita et al., 2019 ). Briefly, the J-OFURO3 dataset gives estimates of THF 
( defined as positive upwards ) and its components. THF is estimated using the COARE 3.0 bulk formulations 
( Fairall et al., 2003 ), whose variables are retrieved from various satellite data sources except for 2-m air temper-
ature, which is from the National Centers for Environmental Protection-Department of Energy Atmospheric 
Model Intercomparison Project reanalysis model ( NCEP-DOE AMIP-II, Kanamitsu et al., 2002 ). In turn, SST 
is the daily median of values taken from multiple satellite missions and regularly-gridded SST products, an 
approach designed to provide a robust SST estimate while minimizing uncertainties intrinsic to any single data 
source ( Kubota et al., 2002; Tomita et al., 2019 ). The J-OFURO3 data ( OBS ) used in this study was produced at 
a 0.25° × 0.25°× 1-month resolution for January 1988 to December 2013.
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2.1.2. CESM1.3 Climate Model Simulations

This study uses climate simulations generated with the Community Earth System Model version 1.3 ( CESM1.3, 
Meehl et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020 ) by the International Laboratory for High-Resolution Earth System Predic-
tion ( iHESP, Chang et al., 2020 ). The CESM1.3 is a global climate model composed of the Community Atmos-
phere Model version 5 ( Neale et al., 2012 ), the Parallel Ocean Program version 2 ( Danabasoglu et al., 2012; 
Smith et al., 2010 ), the Community Ice Code version 4 ( Hunke & Lipscomb, 2010 ), and the Community Land 
Model version 4 ( Lawrence et al., 2011 ). The model components exchange state information and fluxes via the 
CESM Coupler 7, which computes the fluxes at the air-sea interface using the Large and Yeager ( 2004 ) bulk 
parameterizations.

Outputs from two iHESP CESM1.3 preindustrial control simulations are analyzed, run at contrasting horizontal 
resolutions in the ocean and atmosphere. The first ( low-resolution, LR ) uses a nominal 1° horizontal resolution 
in both model components that cannot resolve mesoscale ocean eddies, whose effects are parameterized ( Gent 
& McWilliams, 1990 ). The second ( high-resolution, HR ) is configured with a nominal 0.25° horizontal resolu-
tion in the atmosphere and 0.1° in the ocean, which is eddy-resolving in the ocean except at high latitudes. Both 
the HR and LR experiments use an atmospheric CO2 concentration fixed at 1850 levels and are integrated for 
500 years ( Chang et al., 2020 ).

The HR and LR data used in this work are monthly global fields of SST, THF, and 2-m height humidity, and 
three-dimensional monthly global fields of ocean heat flux convergence ( OHFC ), computed using horizontal 
and vertical components of the heat flux, that are vertically-integrated for the upper 50-m of the water column. 
The 50-m integration level is chosen for consistency with the stochastic climate model formulation described in 
Section 2.3. All quantities obtained from LR ( HR ) are mapped onto a regular 1° × 1° ( 0.25° × 0.25° ) spatial grid 
and are retrieved for the simulation years 21–500 ( 338–500 ) based on their availability in the model output files.

2.2. Spectral Analysis

This work examines the power spectra of SST and THF and their cross-spectra in HR, LR, and OBS as a function 
of frequency and zonal wavenumber. This spectral analysis is similar to that described in Laurindo et al. ( 2019 ) 
for SST and 10-m wind speed. More specifically, it examines spectra varying as a function of both zonal wave-
number and frequency ( k and ω, respectively ) computed from zonal-temporal ( x, t ) data series of the considered 
quantities obtained at every 1° ( 0.25° ) latitude in LR ( HR and OBS ) between 55°S and 60°N in the Pacific 
Ocean. This analysis is performed within a Pacific basin mask ( shown below in Figure 2h ) that excludes regions 
shallower than 1,000-m around the continental shelves to avoid the influence of coastal processes. The mask also 
ignores small islands at the basin's interior, whose gaps in the data are filled using linear interpolation.

The zonal-temporal data series of SST and THF obtained at each latitude increment have their means removed 
along both ( x, t ) directions. A best-fit model composed of a linear temporal trend and of annual and semiannual 
harmonics ( to represent seasonal variations ) is also removed. It is noted that, differently from HR and LR, OBS 
include anthropogenic climate change signals that are not properly removed using a simple linear trend. More 
advanced methods for retrieving anthropogenic signals from the data are presented and discussed in Frankignoul 
et al. ( 2017 ) and Deser and Phillips ( 2021 ), but are not used here.

The resulting SST and THF anomaly data series [ T( x, t ) and Q( x, t ), respectively ] are then subdivided into 
80-year segments for HR and LR, and into 13-year segments for OBS, with a 50% temporal overlap. The resulting 
data segments are selected within 4° meridional bands centered at each grid point of the latitudinal axis, forming 
ensembles containing multiple realizations of T( x, t ) and Q( x, t ) ( 48 for HR, 44 for LR, and 48 for OBS ), that are 
used to compute the spectral functions at each latitude—that is, results obtained at 10°N are computed using data 
from latitudes between 8°N and 12°N.

Following Bendat and Piersol ( 1986 ), the power spectral density functions ( also known as autospectral density 
functions ) of T( x, t ) and Q( x, t ) are defined as:

𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 (𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘) =
2

𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘

⟨

|�̃�𝑇 (𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|
2
⟩

𝑘 and (1)
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𝐺𝐺𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘) =
2

𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘

⟨

|�̃�𝑄(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|
2
⟩

𝑘 (2)

where the tilde denotes a two-dimensional Fourier transform to the k and ω domains, lk is the length of 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑇  
and 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑄 in the zonal wavenumber domain, and lω is their length in frequency domain. The brackets represent 
ensemble-averages over the 𝐴𝐴 |�̃�𝑇 (𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|

2 and 𝐴𝐴 |�̃�𝑄(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|
2 realizations.

Similarly, the cross-spectral density function between T( x, t ) and Q( x, t ) is:

𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘) =
2

𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘

⟨

�̃�𝑇
∗
(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)�̃�𝑇(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)

⟩

𝑘 (3)

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.

The spectral functions are computed as functions of both k and ω, which are integrated in frequency domain to 
obtain estimates as a function of zonal wavenumber and latitude. The spectral functions are also separately inte-
grated in the zonal wavenumber domain to obtain estimates as a function of frequency and latitude.

The integrated estimates are then used to compute the magnitude-squared coherence 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 as:

𝛾𝛾
2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
=

|𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇|
2

𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐺𝐺𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

, (4)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = |𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇|𝑒𝑒
−𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 , with θTQ ( known as phase factor ) describing the phase relationship between the sinu-

soidal components of 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑇  and 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑄 . 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 varies between zero and one, reflecting the fraction of the variance of Q that 

can be explained by T for each spectral coordinate.

2.3. Stochastic Upper-Ocean Temperature Anomaly Model

2.3.1. Model Description

This work uses a stochastic model for the upper-ocean temperature evolution proposed by Frankignoul et al. ( 1998 ) 
( hereafter FCL98 ) to guide the physical interpretation of the spectral quantities computed using SST and THF 
data from OBS, HR, and LR ( Section 2.2 ). Here, quantities predicted using the FCL98 model are distinguished 
from those obtained using SST and THF data by variables adorned by primes.

The FCL98 formulation can be written as:

𝜌𝜌0𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝ℎ
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

′

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
= 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎 +𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 − (𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞 + 𝜆𝜆0) 𝜕𝜕

′
, (5)

where T′ is the temperature of a well-mixed upper-ocean layer of thickness h, density ρ0, and specific heat cp. Na 
represents the stochastic forcing of the THF by intrinsic atmospheric variability, and Nm denotes the forcing by 
other processes, identified in FCL98 as primarily representing the action of wind stress variability. Lastly, λq and 
λ0 are feedback factors responsible for damping the temperature anomalies, the former associated with THF and 
the latter to terms unrelated to the air-sea fluxes, such as radiative cooling and turbulent mixing.

In this work, Equation 5 is modified by attributing the origin of the Nm stochastic forcing term to internal ocean 
variability ( thus renaming it No ), the origin of the λ0 feedback factor solely to radiative cooling ( being renamed 
λr ), and by considering that the stochastic forcing term Na represents stochastic variability in the near-surface 
atmospheric temperature rather than in THF, approach similar to that used in Barsugli and Battisti ( 1998 ). With 
these, Equation 5 becomes:

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
′

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
= −𝛼𝛼

(

𝜕𝜕
′
−𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎

)

− 𝛽𝛽𝜕𝜕
′
+ 𝜈𝜈𝑁𝑁𝑜𝑜, (6)
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where ν  =  1/( ρ0cph ), α  =  λqν, and β  =  λrν. Here, THF is defined as 
Q′ = λq( T′ − Na ), with positive values denoting fluxes out of the ocean. The 
values of the coefficients α, β, ν, and λq are computed for a h = 50-m thick 
ocean layer as described in Barsugli and Battisti  ( 1998 ), and are listed in 
Table 1.

The stochastic model defined in Equation 6 was developed for mid-latitudes and 
is unable to represent important air-sea coupling mechanisms at work within 
the tropics, such as the Bjerknes feedback and the Wind-Evaporation-Sea 
Surface Temperature ( WES ) feedback ( e.g., Mahajan et al., 2009 ). For this 
reason, the present work uses Equation  6 to support the interpretation of 
spectral estimates obtained at latitudes poleward of 15°. Other limitations are 
discussed in Section 4.3.

Next, Equation 6 is Fourier transformed to zonal wavenumber and frequency domains ( k, ω ) and used to obtain 
analytical expressions for the power spectrum of the upper-ocean mixed-layer temperature T′ 𝐴𝐴

(

𝐺𝐺
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 , the power 

spectrum of the surface turbulent heat flux Q′ 𝐴𝐴

(

𝐺𝐺
′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄

)

 , and the cross-spectrum between T′ and Q′ 𝐴𝐴

(

𝐺𝐺
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 , given  by:

𝐺𝐺
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
=

2

𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝜔𝜔

[

𝜈𝜈
2
⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|

2
⟩ + 𝛼𝛼

2
⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩

4𝜋𝜋2𝜔𝜔2 + (𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽)
2

]

, (7)

𝐺𝐺
′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
=

2𝜆𝜆
2
𝑞𝑞

𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝜔𝜔

[

𝜈𝜈
2
⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|

2
⟩ +

(

4𝜋𝜋
2
𝜔𝜔

2
+ 𝛽𝛽

2
)

⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|
2
⟩

4𝜋𝜋2𝜔𝜔2 + (𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽)
2

]

, and (8)

𝐺𝐺
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
=

2𝜆𝜆𝑞𝑞

𝑙𝑙𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝜔𝜔

[

𝜈𝜈
2
⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|

2
⟩ + 𝛼𝛼(𝑖𝑖2𝜋𝜋𝜔𝜔 − 𝛽𝛽)⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩

4𝜋𝜋2𝜔𝜔2 + (𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽)
2

]

, (9)

where 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜 and 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎 are Fourier transformed stochastic noise terms, and 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|
2
⟩ and 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩ are their power spectra.

Cross-terms between 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜 and 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎 are small by design assuming that intrinsic variability in the ocean and the 
atmosphere are unrelated to each other, and are thus omitted in Equations 7–9. The analytical expressions shown 

in Equations 7–9 are also substituted in Equation 4 to obtain stochastic model estimates of coherence 𝐴𝐴

(

𝛾𝛾
2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 and 

phase factor 𝐴𝐴

(

𝜃𝜃
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 .

2.3.2. White Noise Versus “Geophysical” Noise Forcing Spectra

In the context of air-sea interactions, previous studies have defined stochastic models varying solely as a function 
of time, representing the forcing by oceanic and atmospheric processes as stochastic signals with a “white” spec-
tral power density in frequency space—that is, with approximately the same variance ( power ) at every frequency. 
While observations support the white noise assumption in frequency space ( e.g., Frankignoul et al., 1998; Patrizio 
& Thompson, 2022 ), they also show that the spectra of intrinsic atmospheric and oceanic motions are “red” in 
wavenumber space, with more variance at larger wavelengths ( e.g., Ducet et al., 2000; Nastrom & Gage, 1985 ). 
The variance distribution in wavenumber space also differ between each medium, likely reflecting the distinct 
intrinsic scales of synoptic weather systems and mesoscale ocean eddies. This work hypothesizes that these 
distinct variance distributions in time and space can give rise to the spatial scale dependence of thermodynamic 
air-sea interactions revealed by recent assessments ( Bishop et al., 2017; Laurindo et al., 2019; Small et al., 2019, 
2020 ).

To test this hypothesis, data from HR and LR are used to attribute realistic variance distributions in zonal wave-
number and frequency domains to the 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|

2
⟩ and 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩ forcing spectra in Equations 7–9, hereafter referred to 

as “geophysical noise” spectra. More specifically, 2-m height specific humidity is used to define the geophysical 
noise 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩ considering that ( a ) this quantity is related to the latent turbulent heat flux bulk formulation ( Fairall 

et al., 2003; Large & Yeager, 2004 ) in the same way as Na is related to Q′ in Equation 6; ( b ) the latent heat fluxes 
are usually larger than the sensible heat fluxes; and ( c ) time-domain correlations and coherence estimates show 

Parameter Value

ρ0 1,025.0 kg m −3

cp 3,900.0 J kg −1 K −1

H 50.0 m

Λ 23.4 W m −2 K −1

λr 1.3 W m −2 K −1

Table 1 
Values of the FCL98 Model Parameters ( Equations 6–9 )
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that the 2-m height specific humidity variability is weakly related to ( and thus largely independent from ) mesos-
cale SST anomalies in most oceanic regions ( not shown ), suggesting that atmospheric processes predominantly 
drives its variability. In turn, OHFC is used to define the geophysical noise 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|

2
⟩ considering that this quantity 

corresponds to the main driver of mesoscale SST variability ( Putrasahan et al., 2017; Small et al., 2020 ).

The specific methods used to define the geophysical noise spectra are described in Appendix A. The obtained 
estimates and their differences relative to white noise spectra are illustrated in Figure 1 for HR and 40°S in the 
Pacific, a latitude chosen to demonstrate characteristics that are representative of the extratropics.

First considering the atmospheric forcing spectra 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|
2
⟩ , the geophysical noise estimate includes slightly 

larger variances toward lower frequencies than a white noise spectrum—thus, it is slightly red ( Figure 1d ). The 
enhanced low-frequency variance can potentially arise from the coupled nature of the CESM simulations, consid-
ering that the stochastic model analysis by Barsugli and Battisti ( 1998 ) predicted that the air-sea thermal coupling 
would lead to a red rather than white spectral response in the near-surface air temperature, a property closely 
associated with near-surface humidity. In contrast, the geophysical noise 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩ is prominently red in zonal 

wavenumber domain, with the power decaying toward higher wavenumbers at an approximate k −3 rate over scales 
∼1,000–4,000 km and at a slower k −2 rate over scales smaller than 1,000 km ( Figure 1c ). This distribution resem-
bles that retrieved for tropospheric winds using aircraft measurements ( Callies et al., 2014; Cho et al., 1999; 
Nastrom & Gage, 1985; Tulloch & Smith, 2009 ), although the latter was found to decay at a k −5/3 rate over scales 
smaller than 1,000 km. The geophysical noise 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩ estimate for LR is similar and is omitted for brevity.

Figure 1. Geophysical noise power spectra for high-resolution ( HR ) and 40°S in the Pacific Ocean. The top panels show estimates obtained as a function of both zonal 
wavenumber ( k ) and frequency ( ω ) for the atmosphere and ocean ( panels a and b, respectively ). The curved line in ( b ) represent the dispersion relation for first mode 
baroclinic oceanic Rossby waves while the straight line is the non-dispersive wave limit. The bottom panels show estimates integrated over one dimension to highlight 
their variation as a function of either k or ω ( panels c and d, respectively ). Here, the red and blue lines represent geophysical noise spectra for the atmosphere and the 
ocean, respectively, and the black lines are corresponding white noise estimates. To emphasize their distinct spectral structures, all depicted estimates are computed 
using normalized data with variances equal to one.
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In turn, the geophysical noise ocean forcing spectra 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|
2
⟩ is nearly white in frequency space ( Figure  1d ). 

In zonal wavenumber domain, it has a plateau between ∼300 and 6,000 km and a k −2 slope at smaller spatial 
scales ( Figure 1c ). The spectrum computed as a function of both k and ω ( Figure 1b ) show that the variances 
are larger near the non-dispersive portion of the dispersion relation for first mode baroclinic Rossby waves, 
here computed using an observational climatology of the first internal Rossby radius of deformation ( Chelton 
et al., 1998 ). This correspondence was also reported in satellite-based estimates of SST, sea surface height, ocean 
color ( Chelton, Gaube, et al., 2011; Chelton, Schlax, & Samelson, 2011; Early et al., 2011; O’Brien et al., 2013 ), 
and in positively-correlated SST and 10-m wind signals ( Laurindo et  al.,  2019 ). Forms of ocean variability 
with these dispersion characteristics include not only linear Rossby waves, but also nonlinear mesoscale ocean 
phenomena such as coherent eddies and zonal jets ( Berloff & Kamenkovich, 2013b, 2013a; Chelton, Gaube, 

Figure 2. Global maps of the monthly sea surface temperature ( SST ) and turbulent heat flux ( THF ) variances resolved by the J-OFURO3 satellite product ( satellite 
observations ( OBS ), panels ( a and b ), respectively ), and the ratios of the corresponding variances resolved by the high-resolution ( HR ) ( c–d ) and low-resolution ( LR ) 
( e–f ) to those of respective OBS. Panels ( g and h ) show the ratios between the variances resolved in HR and LR. The black contour in ( h ) delineates the basin mask for 
the Pacific Ocean used for the zonal-temporal spectral analysis.
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et al., 2011; Early et al., 2011; Laurindo et al., 2019; Polito & Sato, 2015 ). Here, the larger variances near the 
Rossby wave dispersion relation is observed over much of the extratropics except at the latitudes of strong current 
systems such as the ACC and the Kuroshio Current, potentially owing to the influence of strong zonal flows in the 
dispersion characteristics ( Laurindo et al., 2019 ). The corresponding 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|

2
⟩ estimate for LR ( not shown ) reveal 

characteristics similar to those described for HR, except that it decays at an ∼k −1 rate over zonal wavelengths 
between ∼600 and 6,000 km.

The differences between stochastic model estimates computed using geophysical and white noise forcing are 
analyzed in the Supporting Information S1. In frequency domain, both types of forcing noise produce similar 
results because the geophysical noise is approximately white. In contrast, variations of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 as 

a function of zonal wavenumber are only present in estimates obtained using geophysical noise ( Figures S1–S4 
in Supporting Information S1 ). That is because the FCL98 stochastic model solutions do not depend on zonal 
wavenumber by construction ( Equations 7–9 ), and variations as a function of k have their sole origins in the 
forcing noise. The next Section shows that stochastic model estimates forced by geophysical noise reproduce key 
characteristics of the SST and THF spectra resolved by satellite and climate model data, and can thus be used to 
support their physical interpretation.

3. Results
3.1. SST and THF Variances From Observations, HR, and LR

To provide a background to the analysis of the spectral quantities computed using HR, LR, and OBS data, this 
Section briefly describes the horizontal distributions of the monthly SST and THF variances for each of the 
datasets.

The SST variance from OBS is larger in strong current systems and in the tropics ( Figure 2a ). More specifically, 
the largest values ( >1.0 K 2 ) coincide with western boundary currents and their seaward extensions, the equa-
torial current system in the Pacific, the ACC, the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence, and the Agulhas Retroflection. 
Within the Tropical Pacific, high variances are associated with El Niño-Southern Oscillation ( ENSO ) events 
and with zonally-propagating intraseasonal Rossby waves and Tropical Instability Waves ( TIWs ), while at the 
extratropical current systems it is predominantly driven by mesoscale ocean phenomena such as coherent eddies 
and meanders. Away from these energetic systems, variances of O( 0.1–1.0 K 2 ) are found within the subtropical 
gyres of all major ocean basins. Over monthly timescales, the SST variability in these regions is predominantly 
driven by the atmosphere via THFs ( Bishop et al., 2017; Small et al., 2019 ), although it also includes the signa-
ture of westward-propagating ocean eddies ( Chelton, Schlax, & Samelson, 2011; Laurindo et al., 2019 ). The 
THF variance from OBS ( Figure 2b ) noticeably lacks the enhanced variances at the tropical Pacific found in 
the SST estimates, but similar spatial features ( as in SSTs ) are found in the extratropics. THF variances of 
∼1,000–5,000 ( W/m 2 ) 2 are seen in the Labrador Sea and at strong current systems, most prominently the Gulf 
Stream and the Kuroshio Currents, while the interior of the subtropical gyres show values between ∼500 and 
1,500 ( W/m 2 ) 2.

The SST and THF variance distributions in HR are similar to that of OBS, although the HR values can be two 
to 10 times larger than OBS within the extratropical current systems ( Figures 2c and 2d ). In contrast, the lack of 
resolved mesoscale phenomena in LR leads to the underestimation of the SST and THF variances relative to HR 
and OBS over much of the extratropics, specifically by factors of ∼10 in the eddy-rich regions and of ∼2 within 
the subtropical gyres ( Figures 2e–2h ). Previous assessments showed that the higher SST variability in HR rela-
tive to LR is caused by the larger upper-ocean heat flux convergence by the resolved mesocale ocean variability, 
which in turn increases the THF variability ( Kirtman et al., 2012; Putrasahan et al., 2017; Small et al., 2019, 
2020 ). The results of the spectral analysis, described next, determines the spatial and temporal scales where 
resolved ocean phenomena induce such a response in both quantities.

3.2. Power Spectra and Cross-Spectral Statistics

3.2.1. Zonal Wavenumber Spectra

The zonal wavenumber SST power spectra ( GTT ) from all datasets ( HR, LR, and OBS ) show similar magni-
tudes at zonal wavelengths between ∼2,500 and 7,000 km and vary at a k −3 rate, as seen at 40°S ( Figure 3a ). 
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Toward smaller scales, HR and OBS estimates noticeably diverge from LR, showing a plateau between ∼300 and 
2000 km and then decaying at a ∼k −4 rate between ∼70 and 300 km while in LR they maintain the k −3 slope until 
∼300 km. These distinct shapes result in a much larger SST variance in HR and OBS relative to LR over scales 
smaller than about 2,000 km. Similar results are found for the THF power spectra ( GQQ ) ( not shown ).

The spectrograms of GTT as a function of latitude ( Figures  3b–3e ) indicate that the spectral characteristics 
observed at 40°S occur over much of the extratropics. The same is observed in corresponding GQQ estimates 
( not shown ). To support the interpretation of the spectrograms, they are overlaid by the meridional profile of the 
zonally-averaged first internal Rossby radius of deformation ( R1 ) for the atmosphere and the ocean. Here, the 
atmospheric R1 is computed using time-averaged potential temperature data for the troposphere obtained from 
the  National Centers for Environmental Prediction ( NCEP ) reanalysis model ( Kalnay et al., 1996 ), while the 
oceanic R1 is taken from the Chelton et al. ( 1998 ) observational climatology.

The ratio between the power spectra resolved by each data set indicate that the largest differences between HR and 
OBS relative to LR ( factors of 10 or more ) usually occur at wavelengths smaller than the atmospheric R1, which 
increases from ∼600 km at 60° latitude in both hemispheres to ∼2,000 km within the tropics. Despite the SST 
and THF spectra resolved by HR being closer in magnitude and overall shape to OBS than LR, in the extratropics 
they exceed the magnitude of OBS at most wavenumbers. This characteristic is most prominent at the latitudes of 
strong current systems, such as between 35 and 50°N where the seaward extensions of the Kuroshio and Oyashio 
Currents occur ( Figure 3c ). The ratio between the SST ( THF ) variances resolved by HR and OBS, averaged over 
all latitudes and wavenumbers, is 1.60 ( 1.13 ). For 35–50°N, the ratio increase to 2.69 ( 2.16 ).

For all of the datasets, the coherence 𝐴𝐴

(

𝛾𝛾
2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 at zonal wavelengths larger than approximately 2,000 km is low ( ∼0.2 
and the phase ( |θTQ| ) is ∼90° ( Figure 4 ). A detailed examination at 40°S ( Figures 4a and 4b ) shows that, toward 
smaller scales, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 increases in HR and OBS reaching ∼0.9 between 250 and 500 km, while |θTQ| approaches zero. 

At scales smaller than 250 km, the coherence in OBS steadily decrease until ∼0.2 at about 100 km. The coherence 
is larger in HR than in OBS over most wavelengths, maintaining values above 0.7 at 100 km, which then sharply 

Figure 3. Sea surface temperature ( SST ) power spectra ( GTT ) computed as a function of zonal wavenumber for the Pacific Ocean using high-resolution ( HR ), 
low-resolution ( LR ), and satellite observations ( OBS ) data. Panel ( a ) show estimates for 40°S, ( b ) is the latitudinal spectrogram for OBS ( c–d ) show the ratio of 
the OBS estimates relative to the HR and LR results, and ( e ) the ratio between the HR and LR results. The left and right thick dashed lines in ( b–e ) represent the 
zonally-averaged first internal Rossby radius of deformation for the atmosphere and the ocean, respectively, the thin dashed line marks the spatial Nyquist frequency for 
the spectral analysis, and the black horizontal line marks the 40°S latitude.
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decreases to ∼0.2 near the limit of the analysis at approximately 50 km. In contrast, LR at 40°S shows a coherence 
of about 0.2 throughout the analyzed wavenumber range, with minimum phase factors of about 50° between ∼700 
and 2,500 km that return to 90° toward smaller scales.

The latitudinal spectrograms of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and |θTQ| ( Figures 4c–4h ) indicate that OBS and HR resolves the band of high 

coherences associated with near-zero phase factors at most latitudes, with the largest 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 values ( >0.5 ) observed 

in the extratropics and over spatial scales smaller than the atmospheric R1. Interestingly, the LR results also show 
smaller phase factors at smaller spatial scales in the extratropics, with |θTQ| approaching zero at the latitudes of the 
Kuroshio and Oyashio Currents ( ∼35°–50°N ) and within the tropics, both features associated with coherences 
of about 0.4.

To enable a physical interpretation of the spectra computed using OBS, HR, and LR data, Figures 5 and 6 show 
corresponding estimates obtained using the FCL98 stochastic model. Recall that stochastic model estimates are 
represented by variables adorned by primes ( hence 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 , and 𝐴𝐴 |𝜃𝜃

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
|  ). Further, OCN denotes stochastic 

model estimates computed using solely the oceanic noise forcing spectra 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|
2
⟩ , where the atmospheric forcing 

spectra 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|
2
⟩ = 0 , and ATM denotes estimates obtained using solely 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩ , where 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|

2
⟩ = 0 .

The 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 estimate for HR at 40°S ( Figure 5a ) indicates that ATM has larger magnitudes than OCN at zonal 

wavelengths longer than ∼2,500  km. Toward smaller scales, the variance in ATM decreases steeply at an 
approximate k −3 rate and is then surpassed by OCN, which accounts for the plateau observed between ∼300 and 
2,000 km—hence implying that this feature arises from the action of ocean processes. Corresponding results 
for LR ( Figure 5b ) has an ATM component similar in shape and magnitude to that obtained for HR, however 

Figure 4. Coherence 𝐴𝐴
(

𝛾𝛾
2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 and absolute phase factor ( θTQ ) between sea surface temperature ( SST ) and turbulent heat flux ( THF ) in zonal wavenumber domain for 
the Pacific Ocean resolved by high-resolution ( HR ), low-resolution ( LR ), and satellite observations ( OBS ). The top row ( a–b ) exemplify estimates for 40°S while the 
middle ( c–e ) and bottom ( f–h ) rows show latitudinal spectrograms. The left and right thick dashed lines in ( c–h ) represent the zonally-averaged first internal Rossby 
radius of deformation for the atmosphere and the ocean, respectively; the thin black dashed denotes the spatial Nyquist frequency for the spectral analysis; and the black 
horizontal line marks the 40°S latitude that the estimates in panels ( a–b ) refer to.
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significantly smaller variances in OCN, resulting in a total 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 spectrum with shape similar to that of ATM. Esti-

mates of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
 for both HR and LR ( not shown ) reveal characteristics similar to those described for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 .

At zonal wavelengths smaller than ∼300 km, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 ( Figure 5a ) and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
 ( not shown ) estimates for HR decay 

at a k −2 rate, in contrast with the k −4 rate of reference results. Nevertheless, the stochastic model solutions can 
reproduce the k −4 slope if a diffusion term [ κ( ∂ 2T/∂x 2 ) ] is added to Equation 5 with an eddy diffusivity coeffi-
cient κ = 100 m 2/s, defined empirically. The impact of including a diffusion term in corresponding LR estimates 
was negligible. The rationale for adding a diffusion term to the FCL98 stochastic model is further discussed in 
Section 4.3.

The obtained 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and 𝐴𝐴 |𝜃𝜃

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
| estimates also reproduce spectral characteristics seen in the reference HR results 

( Figure 6 ) and LR results ( not shown ). For HR, they demonstrate that the low coherence/90° phase relationship 
at spatial scales larger than the atmospheric R1 in the extratropics reflects variability in SST and THF driven 
by atmospheric processes, while the high coherence and near-zero phase at smaller scales reflects variability 
predominantly driven by ocean processes ( Figures 6c–6h ). In addition, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and 𝐴𝐴 |𝜃𝜃

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
| estimates that neglect the 

diffusion effect show coherences that remain high ( ∼0.9 ) at zonal wavelengths smaller than about 300 km, while 
estimates that including the diffusion decay to ∼0.2 values as shown by the reference results ( Figure 6a ). Interest-
ingly, the diffusion term also introduces a dependence on k in the ATM component of 𝐴𝐴 |𝜃𝜃

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
| ( Figure 6b ). Here, the 

phase gradually increase from 90° at about 1,000 km to 180° near the limit of the analysis at ∼50 km. It is noted 
that the latitudinal spectrograms in Figures 6c–6h are stochastic model solutions that include the diffusion effect.

Finally, corresponding 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and 𝐴𝐴 |𝜃𝜃

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
| estimates for LR ( not shown ) indicate that the overall smaller coherences and 

wider phase angles resolved by the reference LR estimates at spatial scales smaller than the atmospheric R1 are 
caused by the much weaker ocean forcing relative to HR. The sensitivity of the cross-spectral statistics predicted 
by the FCL98 stochastic model to the relative strength of the oceanic and atmospheric noise forcing is demon-
strated and further discussed in Figures S2–S3 in Supporting Information S1. Interestingly, the stochastic model 
results further suggest that the slightly enhanced coherences of ∼0.4 and the ∼50° phase factors shown by the 
reference LR spectra near the equator and at the latitude of the Kuroshio and Oyashio Currents reflect a response 
of the air-sea coupling characteristics to the ocean dynamics resolved by LR, albeit one that is still much weaker 
than that implied by the HR and OBS results ( Figure 4 ).

To summarize, this Section demonstrates that HR resolves a more realistic SST and THF power spectra and 
cross-spectral statistics in the zonal wavenumber domain than LR at most latitudes. It also shows that, in the 
extratropics, corresponding stochastic model estimates can reproduce key spectral features resolved by both HR 
and LR, suggesting that the stochastic model is a valid physical model for interpreting the roles of oceanic and 

Figure 5. Stochastic model estimates of the zonal wavenumber power spectral density of sea surface temperature ( SST ) 𝐴𝐴
(

𝐺𝐺
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 for high-resolution ( HR ) and 
low-resolution ( LR ) ( panels a and b, respectively ) at 40°S in the Pacific Ocean. The panels show the ocean-driven ( OCN ) and atmosphere-driven ( ATM ) components 
of the stochastic model solutions ( blue and red lines, respectively ), and their sum ( ATM + OCN, black ). The continuous lines are results obtained using the stochastic 
model described by Equation 6, while the dashed lines denote estimates obtained using a formulation extended to include a diffusion term, assuming an eddy diffusivity 
coefficient equal to 100 m 2/s. The thick gray lines are the reference SST spectra computed using CESM data.
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atmospheric processes in their control of the spectra. In particular, these results show that the atmosphere domi-
nates the SST and THF variability over zonal wavelengths larger than about 2,000–2,500 km. Toward smaller 
wavelengths, HR and OBS estimates suggest that resolved mesoscale ocean processes explain most of the SST and 
THF variability and co-variability over wavelengths between 100 km and the atmospheric R1 ( ∼600–2,000 km ), 
scales that are thus longer than the typical mesoscale range ( 𝐴𝐴 

(

10
1
− 10

2
km

)

  ). Diffusion effects also become 
important at scales of ∼300 km or less. The significant influence of ocean processes is seen not only at the lati-
tudes of intense, nearly zonal extratropical current systems ( such as the Kuroshio and Oyashio Currents ) but also 
at more quiescent regions such as the subtropical gyres.

3.2.2. Frequency Spectra

This Section now examines spectral quantities computed in frequency domain for the Pacific Ocean. First, the GTT 
estimates obtained for OBS, HR, and LR show a red spectrum shape at all analyzed latitudes ( Figures 7a and 7b ), 
although OBS and HR resolve variances larger than LR at most frequencies in the extratropics with the largest 
differences occurring at periods shorter than about 1,000 days ( Figures 7c–7e ). In turn, the GQQ estimate for LR is 
approximately white ( Figure 7f ) while corresponding OBS and HR results show variance levels similar to LR at 
intraseasonal timescales that significantly increase relative to LR over intraseasonal to annual periods. At periods 
longer than annual, the GQQ for HR and OBS are also approximately white ( Figures 7f–7j ).

To interpret the differences of GTT and GQQ estimates for LR relative to those obtained for HR and OBS, focus 
is given on 40°S as representative of their behavior in the extratropics ( left panels in Figure 8 ). Corresponding 

Figure 6. Stochastic model estimates of the coherence 𝐴𝐴
(

𝛾𝛾
2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 and absolute phase factor 𝐴𝐴
(

|𝜃𝜃
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
|

)

 between sea surface temperature ( SST ) and turbulent heat flux ( THF ) 
as a function of zonal wavenumber ( k ) for high-resolution ( HR ). The top row ( a–b ) exemplifies the ocean and atmosphere-driven components of the stochastic model 
solutions ( ocean-driven [ OCN ] and atmosphere-driven [ ATM ], blue and red lines, respectively ), their sum ( ATM + OCN, black ), and the reference estimates from the 
HR simulations ( thick gray line ). The middle ( c–e ) and bottom ( f–h ) rows are latitudinal spectrograms of the ATM + OCN, OCN, and ATM components of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and 

𝐴𝐴 |𝜃𝜃
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
| , respectively. The left and right dashed lines in ( c–h ) represent the zonally-averaged first internal Rossby radius of deformation for the atmosphere and the ocean, 

respectively, the thin dashed line is the spatial Nyquist frequency for the spectral analysis, and the black horizontal line marks the 40°S latitude used to plot the results 
in ( a–b ).
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stochastic model results ( 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
  ) suggest that the larger SST and THF variances in HR relative to LR likely 

arise from the action of ocean processes, since the atmosphere-driven component ( ATM ) of the stochastic model 
estimates show similar shape and magnitudes for both HR and LR while the ocean-driven component ( OCN ) is 
significantly larger in HR.

Starting with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 , the stochastic model solutions predict that oceanic and atmospheric noise both result in a red 

spectrum ( Figures 8a and 8c ). There is consensus in literature that the linear stochastic theory explains the red 
spectrum SST response to atmospheric forcing, whereas the present results indicates that ocean forcing induce 
low-frequency oscillations in SST through a similar mechanism. More specifically, the linear stochastic theory 
describe the low-frequency SST variability emerging in response to stochastic forcing as a first-order Markov 
process where, at short time-scales, the ocean acts as an integrator of the forcing noise, while at long time-scales 
the growth of the SST anomalies is limited by the damping action of surface turbulent heat fluxes ( THF ) and 
upper-ocean mixing ( Frankignoul & Hasselmann, 1977; Hall & Manabe, 1997; Hasselmann, 1976; Patrizio & 

Figure 7. Power spectral density of sea surface temperature ( SST ) ( GTT ) and turbulent heat flux ( THF ) ( GQQ ) computed as a function of frequency for the Pacific 
Ocean using high-resolution ( HR ), low-resolution ( LR ), and satellite observations ( OBS ) data. Panel ( a ) show GTT estimates retrieved for 40°S, ( b ) is the latitudinal GTT 
spectrogram for OBS ( c–d ) show the ratio of the OBS estimates shown in ( b ) relative to the HR and LR results, and ( e ) the ratio between the HR and LR results. Panels 
( f–g ) show corresponding results for GQQ. The black horizontal line denotes the 40°S latitude used to plot the results in panels ( a ) and ( f ).
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Thompson, 2022 ). It is further noted that the ATM components of the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 estimates are redder than their OCN 

components because the geophysical noise spectrum defined for the atmosphere is slightly red while for the ocean 
it is nearly white ( cf. Figures 1c and 1d ). In HR, this leads to ATM with magnitudes that are generally larger than 
those of OCN at periods longer than about 1,000 days, and to larger variances in OCN at shorter periods. In LR, 
OCN is weaker than ATM throughout.

In contrast, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
 estimates for HR ( Figure 8e ) indicate that ATM accounts for most of the turbulent heat flux vari-

ability at periods shorter than 500 days while OCN is dominant at longer periods. In LR ( Figure 8g ), even though 
the ocean-driven component is much smaller than in HR, it also explains most of the THF variability over periods 
longer than about 1,000 days. These characteristics are explained by the ocean forcing also driving a red spectrum 
response in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
 owing to the dependence of surface turbulent heat fluxes on SST, combined with the fact that 

atmospheric forcing results in a “blue” 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
 spectrum, where the variances decrease toward lower frequencies. 

Such blue spectrum response was also reported in Barsugli and Battisti ( 1998 ), which interpreted this feature as 

Figure 8. Stochastic model estimates of the frequency power spectrum of sea surface temperature ( SST ) ( 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 , panels a–d ) and turbulent heat flux ( THF ) ( 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
 , e–h ) 

for high-resolution ( HR ) and low-resolution ( LR ), illustrated for 40°S in the Pacific Ocean. The left column show estimates integrated over all zonal wavelengths, while 
the results in the right column are integrated over wavelengths smaller than 1,000 km. In all panels, the blue and red lines refers to the ocean and atmosphere-driven 
components of the stochastic model solutions ( ocean-driven ( OCN ) and atmosphere-driven ( ATM ), respectively ), and the black lines shows their sum ( ATM + OCN ). 
The thick gray lines show the reference SST and THF spectra from HR and LR.
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reflecting the adjustment of the ocean temperatures to the air temperatures over time, which reduced the air-sea 
temperature contrast and consequently the turbulent heat flux variability toward lower frequencies.

To further evaluate the importance of resolved mesoscale ocean processes in the SST and THF variability, the 
right panels in Figure 8 contrast the frequency-domain spectra of these quantities ( GTT and GQQ ) retrieved for both 
HR and LR, with their corresponding stochastic model estimates ( 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

′

𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄
  ) for zonal wavelengths smaller 

than 1,000 km. This isolates scales that the zonal wavenumber analysis ( Section 3.2.1 ) suggests to be dominated 
by ocean processes. For HR, filtering out the large scales result in GTT and GQQ ( Figures 8b and 8f ) that are 
both red and similar to OBS ( not shown ), with corresponding stochastic model estimates indicating that OCN 
accounts for most of the variance of both quantities. In turn, LR estimates show significantly smaller variances in 
GTT and GQQ relative to HR and OBS, attributed by the stochastic model results to a small ocean-driven variability 
( Figures 8d and 8h ). The SST and THF spectral responses to ocean and atmospheric forcing are further discussed 
in light of FCL98 stochastic model solutions in Supporting Information S1.

Next, estimates of the cross-spectral statistics coherence 𝐴𝐴

(

𝛾𝛾
2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 and absolute phase factor ( |θTQ| ) computed for 
OBS and HR considering zonal wavelengths smaller than 1,000 km ( Figure 9 ) reveal near-zero phase factors at 
all latitudes and over the entire frequency range, with the highest coherences ( >0.4 ) occurring in the extratropics. 
The 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 for OBS and HR also indicate that enhanced values usually appear over higher frequencies toward the 

equator, characteristic attributed to the equatorward increase on the phase speed of oceanic Rossby waves and 
the propagation speed of mesoscale eddies ( Laurindo et al., 2019 ). The high coherences also tend to persist until 
the lowest frequencies resolved by the analysis ( Figures 9c and 9d ). In LR, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and |θTQ| show sharp variations in 

frequency domain at most latitudes, although near-zero phases can be observed near the equator and at 40°N at 
most frequencies ( Figure 9h ). In addition, near-zero phase is also seen at most latitudes over periods longer than 
about 2,500 days.

Figure 9. Similar to Figure 4, but for coherence and absolute phase factor estimates ( 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and |θTQ|, respectively ) computed for high-resolution ( HR ), low-resolution 

( LR ), and satellite observations ( OBS ) as a function of frequency considering zonal wavelengths smaller than 1,000 km.
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Stochastic model estimates of coherence 𝐴𝐴

(

𝛾𝛾
2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

)

 and absolute phase factor 𝐴𝐴

(

|𝜃𝜃
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
|

)

 for HR ( Figure 10 ) are visually 
similar to the OBS and HR results shown in Figure 9. Thus, in the extratropics, ocean forcing is responsible for 
the highly coherent and in-phase relationship between SST and THF over the entire analyzed frequency range. 
In support of this interpretation, estimates obtained for LR ( not shown ) indicate that the reduced variances in 
OCN leads to smaller coherence and generally larger phase relative to HR, characteristics further demonstrated in 
Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1. However, the stochastic model results also reveal a stronger imprint of 
ocean processes than implied by the results obtained using SST and THF data from OBS, HR, and LR ( Figures 9e 
and 9h ). While this suggest that the stochastic model estimates overestimate the influence of ocean processes, 
the cross-spectral statistics are sensitive to the amount of uncorrelated noise in the data. Due to simplified nature 
of the FCL98 stochastic model formulation, it is possible that the stochastic model estimates produce a larger 
signal-to-noise ratio than that present in the satellite observations and the HR and LR outputs.

These results indicate that, at most extratropical latitudes, the resolved ocean variability induce a red spectrum 
response in frequency space in both SST and THF, and that both quantities remain highly coherent and in-phase 
with each other over periods from 2 months until the limit at the analysis at about 80 years in HR and 13 years in 
OBS. The signature of ocean processes is significantly smaller in LR owing to a weaker temperature forcing by 
ocean processes relative to HR and OBS.

4. Discussion
4.1. Origins of the Spatial-Scale Dependency of Air-Sea Interactions

The results of the zonal wavenumber spectral analysis ( Section 3.2.1 ) suggests that, in OBS and HR, atmospheric 
processes dominate the extratropical SST and THF variability and co-variability at zonal wavelengths larger than 

Figure 10. Similar to Figure 6, but for stochastic model estimates of coherence and absolute phase factor ( 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2
′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
 and 𝐴𝐴 |𝜃𝜃

′

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
| , respectively ) computed as a function of 

frequency considering zonal wavelengths smaller than 1,000 km.
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∼2,000 km while ocean processes dominate at smaller scales. Variability driven by ocean processes prevail at 
these scales because the atmospheric forcing spectra, while very energetic at large scales, decay toward higher 
wavenumbers at a steep k −3 rate that allows the ocean influence to become important. Supporting this interpreta-
tion, the weaker ocean forcing in LR leads to GTT and GQQ with shapes similar to that of the atmospheric forcing 
spectra.

The transition between atmosphere-to ocean-driven variability resolved by OBS and HR occurs at zonal wave-
lengths longer than implied by other studies. In particular, Bishop et al. ( 2017 ) computed time-domain correla-
tions between SST tendency and THF and between SST and THF using data low-pass filtered in space using a 
moving average procedure ( Boxcar filter ), defining the transition scale as the size of the averaging window for 
which both pairs of quantities produce the same absolute correlations. Using satellite data, the authors obtained 
values smaller than 500 km in eddy-rich regions such as western boundary current systems and the ACC. The 
follow-up study of Small et al. ( 2019 ) investigated these relationships in an eddy-resolving climate simulation, 
and obtained transition scales of about 700 km at eddy-rich regions. While the differences relative to the results 
of the present work still need to be reconciled, they can potentially be associated with the fact that the size of 
the spatial averaging window does not correspond to the filter cutoff scale. This implies that the spatial filtering 
operation applied in these studies potentially attenuated variability over wavelengths longer than reported, thus 
biasing low the estimated transition scales.

The results of the present work indicate that the influence of ocean processes becomes apparent in HR and OBS 
at zonal wavelengths near and below the atmospheric R1, and the latitudinal dependence of R1 resembles that of 
the scales where ocean processes start to dominate. Laurindo et al. ( 2019 ) finds a similar spatial scale dependence 
on the linear spectral relationship between SST and equivalent-neutral 10-m wind speed from satellite data and an 
eddy-resolving climate model simulation, observing negative correlations between SST and wind speed indica-
tive of atmosphere-driven variability transitioning to positive correlations typical of ocean-driven variability also 
near the atmospheric R1. Their results relate to those of this study considering that the SST-driven anomalies in 
THF induce atmospheric boundary layer responses that ultimately lead to near-surface wind anomalies positively 
correlated with the underlying SST signal ( cf. Small et al., 2008; Chelton & Xie, 2010 ).

The potential physical connection between the atmospheric R1 and the transition scale from atmosphere-driven to 
ocean-driven SST and THF variability warrants further investigation, although one possibility can be found at the 
geostrophic turbulence theory of Charney ( 1971 ). The theory predicts that the kinetic energy of synoptic-scale 
baroclinic atmospheric systems, that scale as a function of the Rossby radius of deformation, will be transferred 
to smaller spatial scales at a k −3 rate ( Charney,  1971; Lindborg,  2006; Tulloch & Smith,  2009 ). Indeed, the 
power spectra of near-surface humidity ( the quantity used to represent the atmospheric forcing signal in the 
FCL98 stochastic model ) show a meridional variation that resembles that of the atmospheric R1 ( not shown ). 
Since the presented results indicate that the ocean-driven SST and THF variability dominates as atmospheric 
motions become progressively weaker toward higher wavenumbers, the variation of the transition scale between 
atmosphere- and ocean-driven regimes as a function of the atmospheric R1 is potentially underpinned by a depend-
ence of the functional structure of the spectra of atmospheric motions on the Rossby radius of deformation.

4.2. SST and THF Response to Ocean Forcing in Frequency Domain

At spatial scales smaller than 1,000 km, the SST and THF variability resolved by OBS and HR show a red spec-
trum structure in frequency space, with both quantities remaining highly coherent and in-phase with each other 
over timescales from 2 months until the limit of the analysis at about 80 years in HR and 13 years in OBS at most 
extratropical latitudes. Corresponding stochastic model estimates ( Section 3.2.2 ) suggest that these features arise 
from a red spectrum SST response to stochastic ocean forcing analogous to that induced by the atmosphere ( e.g., 
Frankignoul & Hasselmann, 1977; Hasselmann, 1976 ), that is mirrored in THF due to the dependence of this 
quantity on SST.

If all spatial scales are retained in the spectral analyses, the obtained results indicate that, in HR, ocean forcing 
prominently enhances the extratropical SST variability over periods shorter than about 500 days while atmos-
pheric forcing dominates the variability at longer timescales, results compatible with the findings of Patrizio and 
Thompson ( 2022 ) and Martin et al. ( 2021 ). More specifically, Patrizio and Thompson ( 2022 ) employed a stochas-
tic climate model formulation similar to the one used here, further accounting for a feedback term  associated with 
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ocean dynamics computed as the 1-month lag-regression coefficient between OHFC and SST, and found that 
ocean processes significantly enhanced the temperature variability over periods shorter than about 2 years. The 
study by Martin et al. ( 2021 ), based on a frequency-space temperature variance budget analysis of an idealized, 
high-resolution air-sea coupled simulation of a western boundary current system analogous to the Gulf Stream, 
found that the ocean dynamics prominently contributes to the upper-ocean temperature variability over annual 
timescales and shorter. Both Patrizio and Thompson ( 2022 ) and Martin et al. ( 2021 ) found that, although ocean 
processes also contribute to the upper-ocean temperature variability at lower frequencies, their relative impor-
tance becomes secondary to that of atmospheric processes.

The influence of resolved mesoscale currents in the SST variability over a wide range of timescales is also consis 
tent with the results of Sérazin et al. ( 2015 ); Sérazin et al. ( 2017, 2018 ) and Constantinou and Hogg ( 2021 ). In 
particular, Sérazin et  al.  ( 2015 ); Sérazin et  al.  ( 2018 ) showed that, in eddy-resolving ocean-only simulations, 
intrinsic ocean variability dominated the SSHA variance over spatial scales smaller than six geographical degrees 
over much of the extratropics at interannual to decadal timescales, also accounting for large fractions ( ∼30%–50% ) 
of the variance over large spatial scales ( >12° ) at eddy-rich regions such as the ACC and the seaward extensions  of 
western boundary currents. Sérazin et al. ( 2017 ) and Constantinou and Hogg ( 2021 ) found a similar influence 
of ocean processes in the ocean heat content resolved by eddy-permitting and eddy-resolving ocean simulations.

The THF response to ocean-driven SST variability over a wide range of timescales has also been reported previ-
ously. In particular, the mixed-layer heat budget analysis of ECCO ocean state estimates by Buckley et al. ( 2014 ); 
Buckley et al. ( 2015 ) showed that ocean dynamics is important in setting the interannual SST and THF variability 
at the Gulf Stream region. In agreement with these findings, Bishop et al. ( 2017 ) showed in satellite observa-
tions that the influence of internal ocean dynamics in driving SST and THF anomalies increase toward lower 
frequencies in the vicinity of energetic ocean currents, a characteristic later examined by Small et al. ( 2019 ) in 
an eddy-resolving CESM simulation up to annual timescales. Finally, Laurindo et al. ( 2019 ) showed that satellite 
observations and an eddy-resolving climate simulation both resolve SST variability positively-correlated with 
near-surface winds over periods between 10-day and the limit of their analysis at 2.5 years at most latitudes of 
all three major ocean basins. The tight relationship between both quantities reflects the atmospheric boundary 
layer response to heat flux anomalies associated with mesoscale SST features, and was absent in outputs from a 
corresponding eddy-parameterized climate simulation.

4.3. Limitations of the Stochastic Model Analysis

While the FCL98 stochastic model described by Equation 6 can reproduce key characteristics of the extratropical 
SST and THF power spectra and cross-spectral statistics, it is an idealized formulation that does not represent 
important processes involved in thermodynamic air-sea interactions. This Section discusses such limitations and 
those emerging from other assumptions of the presented analysis.

First, the FCL98 stochastic model does not account for the atmospheric adjustment to SST, a process that is 
represented by the stochastic, coupled ocean-atmosphere energy balance model proposed by Barsugli and 
Battisti ( 1998 ) ( hereafter BB98 ) employed by previous studies ( Bishop et al., 2017; Sun & Wu, 2021; Sura & 
Newman, 2008; Wu et al., 2006 ). However, tests with the BB98 formulation showed that obtaining SST power 
spectra with magnitudes comparable to those resolved by HR and LR produced THF power spectra that was 
too small by about two orders of magnitude. This issue potentially reflects the ocean and atmosphere becoming 
too  strongly coupled to each other in the BB98 model, reducing the air-sea temperature contrast and conse-
quently the THF variability. Conversely, the FCL98 model produced SST and THF power spectra with magni-
tudes comparable to those resolved by HR and LR.

Within the framework of FCL98, atmospheric processes solely modulates THF through stochastic variability 
in near-surface atmospheric temperature. This approach neglects various mechanisms through which internal 
atmospheric processes can affect SST and THF, including:

1.  The role of the atmosphere in generating Ekman currents, which are significant contributors to OHFC and 
consequently to the SST variability at large spatial scales ( Larson et al., 2018; Small et al., 2020 ) and at long 
time-scales ( Martin et al., 2021 ). This implies that using OHFC to represent the ocean noise forcing overesti-
mates the role of ocean processes for driving the SST and THF variability at these scales.
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2.  The influence of stochastic fluctuations in surface wind speed, which drives significant fractions of the 
THF variability ( e.g., Alexander & Penland, 1996; Frankignoul et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2008; Proistosescu 
et al., 2018; Sura et al., 2006 ). Accounting for this effect would likely affect the frequency-domain SST and 
THF response to atmospheric forcing, potentially leading to a larger influence of atmospheric motions on 
lower frequencies than implied by current results ( e.g., Sura et al., 2006; Sura & Sardeshmukh, 2009 ).

3.  Radiative forcing associated with stochastic cloud variability, a process known to induce SST anomalies 
negatively correlated with cloud cover at seasonal timescales ( e.g., Alexander et al., 2006; Park et al., 2006; 
Proistosescu et al., 2018; Spencer & Braswell, 2010 ).

Moreover, the FCL98 formulation does not represent the influence of nonlocal processes such as ENSO tele-
connections that are known to drive significant SST and THF variability throughout the Pacific Ocean ( e.g., 
Alexander et  al.,  2002; Martinez-Villalobos et  al.,  2019; Park et  al.,  2006 ). It also does not account for the 
influence of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation ( Chang et al., 2020 ), of modifications in the atmospheric boundary 
layer driven by mesoscale SST anomalies ( cf. Small et al., 2008; Chelton & Xie, 2010 ), and of complex inter-
actions between mesoscale SST features associated with the Kuroshio and Oyashio Currents with the tropical 
ocean, midlatitude storm tracks, and low-frequency climate modes ( e.g., Joh et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2015; Ma 
et al., 2017; Siqueira et al., 2021 ).

This study further assumes that the mixed-layer depth h, the turbulent heat flux feedback factor λq, and the radia-
tive feedback factor λr—quantities used to compute the coefficients α and β of Equation 6, are constant through-
out the extratropics. However, the feedback factors vary strongly as a function of geographical location, season, 
and of the underlying mesoscale ocean dynamics ( e.g., Frankignoul et al., 1998; Frankignoul & Kestenare, 2002; 
Park et al., 2005; Patrizio & Thompson, 2022; Smirnov et al., 2014 ). In addition, the mixed-layer depth is highly 
inhomogeneous across the global ocean and show strong seasonality at middle to high latitudes. These character-
istics influence the local mixed-layer heat capacity and the rates that SST anomalies are attenuated over time, and 
as a result they also impact the low-frequency SST variability response to stochastic forcing ( e.g., Alexander & 
Deser, 1995; Deser et al., 2003; Dommenget & Latif, 2002 ). Here, the fact that the magnitudes of the atmospheric 
and oceanic forcing spectra are estimated by least-squares fitting the stochastic model solutions to the SST and 
THF spectra resolved by HR and LR ( Appendix A ) partially offsets errors due to the use of constant coefficients. 
However, as discussed in Supporting Information S1, the FCL98 stochastic model coefficients control the shape 
of the SST and THF frequency spectra, and setting constant values to them likely increases the misfit between the 
stochastic model solutions and the reference CESM estimates.

The FCL98 stochastic model described by Equation 6 also neglects the influence of upper-ocean mixing, which 
modulate seasonal changes in the mixed layer depth ( Alexander & Deser, 1995; Deser et al., 2003; Dommenget 
& Latif, 2002; Park et al., 2006 ) and limit the growth of SST anomalies over time ( Dommenget & Latif, 2002; 
Hall & Manabe, 1997; Park et al., 2006; Patrizio & Thompson, 2022 ). Here, an attempt to access the influence 
of mixing processes in the variability was made by adding a diffusion term to the model formulation representing 
the action of down-gradient eddy fluxes by mesoscale currents ( cf. Section 3.2.1 ). Assuming an eddy diffusiv-
ity coefficient κ = 100 m 2/s, the stochastic model estimates of the SST and THF power spectra reproduces the 
approximate k −4 slope at wavelengths smaller than 300 km shown by estimates from HR and OBS ( Figure 5 ). 
Without diffusion, the stochastic model results instead decay at a slower k −2 rate, reflecting the spectra of the 
OHFC data used to represent the ocean noise forcing. This in principle suggests that diffusion influences the 
air-sea coupling characteristics at high wavenumbers. However, the used κ value is about one order of magnitude 
smaller than observational measurements ( e.g., Koszalka et al., 2011; Mariano et al., 2016; Peng et al., 2015; 
Zhurbas et al., 2014 ), an underestimation that potentially stems from the idealized nature of the FCL98 formula-
tion. On the flip side, high-resolution satellite SST data resolve a k −2 slope at scales smaller than 500 km ( Chin 
et al., 2017 ) that is curiously similar to that of stochastic model estimates without the diffusion effect. This raises 
the possibility that the k −4 slope shown by OBS and HR reflect mapping biases and/or resolution issues rather 
than actual geophysical characteristics ( Chin et al., 2017 ).

Finally, the fact that this study defines the geophysical noise forcing using OHFC and 2-m humidity data from 
the coupled HR and LR simulations implies that the atmospheric forcing spectrum is modified by feedbacks 
from the ocean and vice-versa. This can confound the interpretation of the drivers of the observed SST and THF 
variability. In particular, Barsugli and Battisti ( 1998 ) found that the air-sea coupling enhances the low-frequency 
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air temperature variance and hence the near-surface humidity, thus potentially explaining why the geophysical 
forcing spectrum retrieved for the atmosphere is slightly red rather than white in frequency space ( Figure 1d ). 
In addition, the forcing spectra for both mediums also include variability induced by nonlocal effects and air-sea 
interactions. To elucidate the role of intrinsic variability in each medium in the absence of feedbacks arising from 
the coupling, the presented stochastic model analysis can potentially be improved by defining the geophysical 
noise spectra using data from ocean-only and atmosphere-only general circulation model simulations forced by 
seasonal climatologies, rather than using data from the coupled HR and LR.

5. Summary and Conclusions
This work examines the SST and THF power spectra and cross-spectral statistics resolved by the J-OFURO3 
observational product ( OBS ) and by multi-century climate model simulations run at eddy-parameterized and 
eddy-resolving ocean resolutions ( LR and HR, respectively ). These quantities are computed for the Pacific 
between 55°S and 60°N, over zonal wavelengths between ∼50 and 10,000 km and periods from two months to 
13 years using OBS and 80 years using model data. The roles of atmospheric and oceanic processes in condi-
tioning the spectral characteristics in the extratropics are interpreted using a stochastic model of the upper-ocean 
temperature evolution forced by noise terms representing the action of intrinsic variability in both mediums. 
Here, the noise terms are defined using actual geophysical data from HR and LR to simulate realistic variance 
distributions in spectral space.

Spectral estimates obtained as a function of zonal wavenumber indicate that, at most latitudes, all datasets resolve 
similar SST and THF variability at wavelengths larger than 2,500 km. However, toward smaller spatial scales, 
their variances in HR and OBS increase relative to LR, with the most significant differences ( one order of 
magnitude or more ) found at zonal wavelengths near and smaller than the atmospheric first internal Rossby 
deformation radius ( R1 ). At these scales, SST and THF variability are highly related to each other in HR and OBS 
but not in LR. The corresponding stochastic model results indicate that the large-scale SST and THF variability 
is predominantly driven by the atmosphere and that the tight relationship between both quantities toward higher 
wavenumbers in HR and OBS arise from the action of ocean processes. This relationship is virtually absent in LR 
due to the much weaker ocean forcing relative to HR.

The stochastic model analysis further suggest that the transition from atmosphere-driven variability to 
ocean-driven in HR and OBS occurs owing to the steep k −3 decay of the atmosphere noise spectrum. This char-
acteristic, combined with the approximately constant ( white ) ocean noise spectra from the largest resolvable 
wavelengths until ∼300 km, allows the ocean-forced SST and THF variability to become larger than that forced 
by the atmosphere at scales below ∼2,000 km. It is hypothesized that the similar meridional variation of the 
transition scale with that of the atmospheric R1 reflects the dependence of atmospheric motions' power spectrum 
on the Rossby radius.

Spectral quantities computed as a function of frequency show that OBS and HR has larger SST variances than LR 
at most frequencies in the extratropics, most prominently over periods shorter than about 1,000 days. In contrast, 
THF variability is enhanced in OBS and HR relative to LR over annual periods and longer. Isolating zonal wave-
lengths smaller than 1,000 km, HR and OBS reveal a red SST and THF power spectra ( with more power over 
lower frequencies ), with corresponding cross-spectral statistics indicating that these quantities are highly related 
to each other at all timescales. Corresponding stochastic model estimates suggest that these characteristics arise 
from the action of ocean processes. The observed red spectral response in SST to ocean forcing is analogous to 
that induced by stochastic atmospheric variability, where the ocean integrates the noise to induce low-frequency 
oscillations. This red spectrum response is also seen in THF due to the dependence of this quantity on SST. It is 
noted that the linear stochastic theory describes the low-frequency variability emerging in response to internal 
oceanic and atmospheric noise forcing as a first-order Markov process, being thus unpredictable in principle. 
However, the results of the present study do not rule out the existence of predictable forms of variability in the 
ocean or the atmosphere that are intrinsic to either medium or that arise from their coupling.

These results support the conclusion that climate models with eddy-resolving oceans resolve more realistic air-sea 
coupling characteristics than their eddy-parameterized counterparts. In particular, they indicate that resolved 
mesoscale ocean phenomena can modulate a significant fraction of the extratropical SST and THF variability 
over a wide range of spatial scales ( 𝐴𝐴 

(

10
1
− 10

3
km

)

  ) and from intraseasonal to multidecadal timescales. It is 
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reminded that HR and LR also show distinct horizontal resolutions in the atmosphere ( 0.25° vs. 1° ) that enable a 
better representation of phenomena such as weather fronts in HR. While our results suggest that the main differ-
ences between the simulations can be traced back to mesoscale ocean processes, they do not rule out a potential 
influence of the higher atmospheric resolution in HR on the resolved SST and THF variability.

Finally, it is noted that, while stochastic models can be used to infer the roles of the atmosphere and ocean in 
driving SST and THF variability, these idealized systems cannot represent all the physical complexity of the 
processes involved in the thermodynamic air-sea interactions, nor inform about the nature of the phenomena in 
both mediums responsible for the generation and dissipation of SST anomalies. With this in mind, a potential 
follow-on investigation involves using spectral methods to examine the key terms in the upper-ocean heat balance 
equation and in the turbulent heat flux bulk formulations responsible for maintaining the SST and THF variability 
over different spatial scales ( in both zonal and meridional directions ) and temporal scales across the global ocean, 
as resolved by high-resolution climate models. Considering the well-known dispersion characteristics of oceanic 
and atmospheric phenomena, further insight on their roles in the variability could also be gained by distinguish-
ing the contributions of eastward and westward-propagating signals in space-time spectral analyses.

Appendix A: Estimating the Geophysical Noise Spectra
To compute the geophysical noise 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|

2
⟩ and 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩ , zonal-temporal data series of OHFC and 2-m humidity 

are first selected at each latitude within the Pacific basin mask ( Figure 2h ). These data series have their means 
removed along both zonal and temporal directions. A best-fit model composed of a linear temporal trend and of 
annual and semiannual harmonics representing seasonal variations is also removed. The remaining anomaly data 
series are then normalized by their own standard deviations to make them non-dimensional and with variances 
equal to one.

The normalized data series are then windowed in 80-year segments that overlap each other by 50% in the tempo-
ral domain, which results in a total of three segments for HR and 11 for LR at a given latitude. To increase the data 
available for the analysis, subsequent calculations uses data obtained within 2° of each latitude—that is, estimates 
for 10°N are computed using data from between 8° and 12°N. This procedure results in 48 data segments for HR 
and 44 for LR at each latitude.

Each zonal-temporal data series segment is then Fourier transformed to the zonal wavenumber and frequency 
domains. These are referred to as 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑘𝑘𝑜 𝑘𝑘) and 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑘𝑘𝑎 𝑘𝑘) for the ocean and atmosphere, respectively, where 
j = 1, 2, 3, …, nj lists the jth realization of the spectra of a total of nj realizations. They are related to the geophys-
ical noise spectra as:

⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|
2
⟩ = ⟨|�̃�𝑀𝑜𝑜(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|

2
⟩𝜎𝜎

2
𝑜𝑜 𝑘 (A1)

⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|
2
⟩ = ⟨|�̃�𝑀𝑎𝑎(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|

2
⟩𝜎𝜎

2
𝑎𝑎 . (A2)

Here, the brackets denote an ensemble average over the nj realizations, while 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2
𝑜𝑜 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
𝑎𝑎 are the variances that the 

geophysical noise 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|
2
⟩ and 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩ should integrate to for approximating stochastic model solutions defined 

by Equations 7 and 8 to the SST and THF power spectra resolved by HR and LR.

To estimate 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2
𝑜𝑜 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
𝑎𝑎 , the SST and THF power spectra resolved by HR and LR ( Equations 1 and 2 ) are equaled 

to the analytical solutions for the upper-ocean temperature and surface heat flux power spectra derived from the 
FCL98 stochastic model ( Equations 7 and 8 ). Further using Equations A1 and A2, the following relations can 
be obtained:

|�̃�𝑇𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|
2
=

[

𝜈𝜈
2
|�̃�𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|

2

4𝜋𝜋2𝑘𝑘2 + (𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽)
2

]

𝜎𝜎
2
𝑜𝑜 +

[

𝛼𝛼
2
|�̃�𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|

2

4𝜋𝜋2𝑘𝑘2 + (𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽)
2

]

𝜎𝜎
2
𝑎𝑎 + residuals𝑘 (A3)

|�̃�𝑄𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|
2
=

[

𝜆𝜆
2
𝑞𝑞𝜈𝜈

2
|�̃�𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|

2

4𝜋𝜋2𝑘𝑘2 + (𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽)
2

]

𝜎𝜎
2
𝑜𝑜 +

[

𝜆𝜆
2
𝑞𝑞

(

4𝜋𝜋
2
𝑘𝑘

2
+ 𝛽𝛽

2
)

|�̃�𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|
2

4𝜋𝜋2𝑘𝑘2 + (𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽)
2

]

𝜎𝜎
2
𝑎𝑎 + residuals. (A4)
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Since 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑇𝑗𝑗 , 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑄𝑗𝑗 , Mo,j, and 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 are known, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
2
𝑜𝑜 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
𝑎𝑎 can be estimated via least squares. Prior to the fitting operation, 

the order j of the spectral realizations is randomized without replacement ( i.e., shuffled ) to reduce correlations 
arising the zonal and temporal coincidence of the data.

Considering nk ( nω ) as the number of discrete coordinates in the zonal wavenumber ( frequency ) domain ( A3 ) and 
( A4 ) are then redefined as a system with n = 2nknωnj linear equations, as:

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝜎𝜎
2
𝑜𝑜 + 𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖𝜎𝜎

2
𝑎𝑎 , (A5)

where i = 1, 2, 3, …, n. Here, yi holds the 𝐴𝐴 |�̃�𝑇𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|
2 and 𝐴𝐴 |�̃�𝑄𝑗𝑗(𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘)|

2 estimates, Ai and Bi represents the terms 
enclosed by square brackets in Equations A3 and A4, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
𝑜𝑜 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
𝑎𝑎 are the unknowns of the system.

In matrix form ( A5 ) can be rewritten as y = Mz, where M is an n × 2 matrix containing the A and B vectors, and 
z is an 2 × 1 column vector with the unknowns 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
𝑎𝑎 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

2
𝑜𝑜 . A least-squares solution for z can then be computed as:

𝑧𝑧 =
(

𝑀𝑀
T
𝑀𝑀

)−1 (

𝑀𝑀
T
𝑦𝑦
)

, (A6)

where the superscript “T” denotes transposed matrices. The estimated variances are then used to compute the 
geophysical noise 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑜𝑜|

2
⟩ and 𝐴𝐴 ⟨|�̃�𝑁𝑎𝑎|

2
⟩ via Equations A1 and A2 ).

Data Availability Statement
The outputs from the HR and LR climate model simulations used in the present study are throughly described 
in Chang et al. ( 2020 ), and can be obtained from iHESP at https://ihesp.github.io/archive/products/ds_archive/
Sunway_Runs.html. The J-OFURO3 data ( Tomita et al., 2019 ) can be obtained at https://j-ofuro.isee.nagoya-u.
ac.jp/en/dataset/entry-323.html. The Chelton et al. ( 1998 ) global climatology of the oceanic first internal Rossby 
radius of deformation ( R1 ) is available at https://ceoas.oregonstate.edu/rossby_radius. Lastly, the NCEP reanaly-
sis model data ( Kalnay et al., 1996 ) used to compute the atmospheric R1 is available at https://psl.noaa.gov/data/
gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.html.
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